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Preface

Akin to the course of nature which wove the stars, planets, and other celestial details into
the fabric of our universe, so too did the problems of 121st century society necesitate the
foundation of the Empire of Aeternia.

This moment, on August 20th, 12016 of the Human Era (HE), became a turning point in human
development, marking the change from human societies built on the survival of united
members by birthplace, to socities built on the survival of united members by choice.

The Empire of Aeternia was bred in a time ripe for the formation of such a nation, with the
development of the micronational community having become historically documented only
just in the decades preceding it.

With the Empire developing within a period of micronational stagnation, it is hoped that we
can create a nation that will provide opportunity for those seeking personal freedom from
the governments they begrudgingly called home.

Now, for the continued advancement of our nation in the year 12021 HE, I am developing
this guide for anyone seeking to understand the foundations and principles on which this
nation is built.

This document is to be used as reference for the future of this nation in regard to all
governance and decision making that takes forth within its sphere of influence so as to
always ensure the development of this nation according to my will.

- Emperor AP
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Government Structure
The Government of the Empire of Aeternia is the way in which the Emperor’s will for the Empire is
carried out in both day to day operations as well as long term strategy. As representatives of the
Emperor’s will, government officials at any level have a duty first to the Emperor, then to their
superiors within the government, then to the citizens of the Empire. Government officials are
citizens appointed by the Emperor through an official approval which certifies them as among the
most capable and morally upstanding individuals within the citizenry.

Therefore, these upstanding individuals, upon dedicating themselves to a government position must
dutifully uphold their station under more intense observation and will be held to higher
accountability than that of an average citizen.

Emperorship

The Emperor is the absolute monarch of the Empire of Aeternia, reigning for life and referenced as
the guide for Aeternian policy, culture, and unity.

Houses
Houses are Extensions of the power of the Emperor, these houses are designed to be specialized
governmental agencies which are assigned by the Emperor to complete goals which are deemed
valuable and necessary to the advancement of Aeternian interests within their specialty.

All members of any house are government officials which are under direct orders from the
Emperor, and therefore any action taken by such an official must be in service to the Emperor's
defined goals. Any member of the government whose actions are deemed  outside of the direction
of the Emperor will be subject to penalty, including but not limited to removal of station, removal
from a house, or revocation of citizenship, especially if under circumstances found to be repeated
or intentional.
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House Nobles
Nobles are those citizens who are appointed to serve in a House by the Emperor and perform their
duties under the authority of a Master.

They are tasked firstly, as all government officials are, with direct service to the Emperor.
However, due to the size of the Empire’s government and the number of duties which need to be
upheld each day, regularly House Nobles will get their assignments and routines duties passed
down through a House Master.

When a House Master has been given an officiated assignment through the Emperor it is the
responsibility of the House to complete the requirements of the assignment in full, where
responsibility always falls to the highest rank first, but is still the duty of all house members.

A Noble will be assigned tasks to complete within specified periods of time which will need to be
completed in order to achieve the official assignments of their house, as dictated by the House
Master or on occasion, the Emperor.

Failure by a Noble to complete a task will be observed and treated as both an infraction of the
assignment by the Noble and their House Master, if one is actively assigned.

Masters
Masters are the highest authority within an individual house. These officials are tasked with
meeting with the Emperor to provide reports, suggest actions, and receive new assignments,
normally in the form of monthly or yearly goals to be accomplished, although this may differ
depending on the circumstances involved with a particular meeting.

During these meetings a Master should lay out all of the evidence and data they have gathered
from their house’s work since the last time the Emperor was briefed so that the Emperor may be
well informed on the dynamics of the Empire. Once this is completed the Master may make
suggestions for future assignments in regard to their urgency and benefit to the house. These
recommendations from a Master must include a detailed breakdown of the actions required, people
or entities involved both internal and external to the House and Aeternia, length of time required,
and any other important information required for the completion of such a suggested assignment.
This is because for any suggestion to be officially assigned the Emperor must agree to the detailed
scope of involvement (the details listed in the previous sentence) of each suggestion.

The responsibility of due diligence for lack of information given once an assignment has been
officiated will be put on the Master and House assigned, and any deviation from this assignment
and its scope of involvement will be subject to the consequences listed above in paragraph two of
the “Houses” section.
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Masters are then the instructors for the rest of their house, responsible for ensuring that their
house works toward the goals their house was assigned by the Emperor and unifying their house so
as not to deviate from their assignments.

because a Master is the highest authority in their house and seen as conveying the word of the
Emperor, they are also the primary subject of accountability for the actions taken by their house.

As Masters are the instructors and auditors of their House and its activities, it is crucial that a
Master seeing a need arising within their House’s purview must first go through the Emperor by
creating detailed official suggestions to be considered and developed by the Emperor before taking
any action outside of the scope of involvement for their current assignments.

Citizens

Citizens are individuals who have dedicated themselves to creating a life in the Empire of Aeternia.
This includes the responsibilities of loyalty to the Emperor, following the guidelines detailed in
this document, and honest service to the Empire.

In order to ensure that there are no conflicts of interest arising naturally through citizenship,
citizens are not allowed to have any other micronational citizenship or position in any other
micronational government while their citizenship is active.

In order to ensure that dedication is complete and directly beneficial to the Empire’s growth all
citizens must pay a tax for citizenship either through a monthly monetary payment or through labor
to the Empire which will be assigned to them based on the needs of the Empire at a given time.

All citizens have the right to contact the Emperor through the Hall of the Empire or through direct
email contact. Although this contact may not always mean direct response by the Emperor it can be
used to ask questions, submit statements, and ensure an official record of contact with the
government about any information of importance..

Sovereigns

An individual which has  proven themselves to be living as an autonomous individual with respect
to the nation they currently reside in.

This is shown as a consistent desire to be separated in identity from the nation in which they
currently reside, and who has proven themselves to be capable of sustaining this autonomy
through providing a specific skill or trade to any nation which they may choose to seek as a host.

Sovereigns are skilled laborers and valuable contributors to a community as officiated by the
Empire of Aeternia with a licence of sovereignty.
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Dignitaries

Dignitaries are those within the Empire’s community who are direct representatives of another
nation, and as such are given special limited access to the Empire for the purposes of foreign
Affairs.

The Prestige System
The Prestige System is a way for everyone within the Empire’s influence to work together with
organization and efficiency. The Prestige system includes within its scope an identification system
for the ways people may live and work within our community, a way to determine permissions an
individual has earned within our community, and a way to officiate skills that an individual may
have proven their capability in, so as to be used in determining a person’s qualifications when
interacting with the community through jobs and assignments.

The system is broken down into three main Parts: licenses, Prestiges, and Skills

licenses:

license of sovereignty

The License of Sovereignty is a license guaranteed for use within a list of nations who have
officiated its usage for completing tasks and gaining citizenship within their nations.

This allows cosigning nations access to a pre-qualified list of skilled laborers who have developed
a reputation and work history within the network of cosigning nations.

This provides those nations an effective form of labor credit, extended to them for use in
completing large or complex tasks which their current labor pool may not be able to effectively
take on by making use of hired sovereigns.

A license of Sovereignty is insurance for a nation hiring a sovereign because included with it is a
thorough record of each sovereign including their personal biography, citizenships, titles,
skills/certifications, education, work history, and more.

Cosigning nations will also have a platform to post Quests which will include a detailed
description of the required work, skills required, amount of sovereigns needed, contact
information for interested sovereigns to use, the reward for the completion of the Quest, and a
description of the payment method for the quest including an approximate time window for
payment once the quest has been completed.

All cosigning nations will pay a yearly fee of $20 or 20 Notes to have access to the network of
sovereigns, be advertised in the list of officiate nations, have access to the platform and
sovereign records, and be able to post Quests for sovereign inquiry.
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Any Quest agreed upon by a cosigning nation and a licensed sovereign is under the due diligence and
legal obligation of the two agreeing parties, and not the Empire of Aeternia as the founders of the
institution.

Any cosigning nation found to be not acting in good faith will be subject to removal from the list of
officiate nations and the platform entirely, forfeiting any fees already paid.

Any Sovereign found to be not acting in good faith will be subject to lose their license including a
ban from ever receiving one again as well as complete removal from the platform.

License of Citizenship

The license of Citizenship is a Citizens official Identification card as well as a citizen’s point of
access for special permissions, jobs and government positions, and a way to officiate to others in
the community the skill rankings that a Citizen has earned.

Dignitary’s license

A Dignitary’s License is a special means of access for a nation to interact with the Empire of
Aeternia inside its internal community and through its programs normally reserved only for
citizens and registered Sovereigns. This card is designed to be applied for by a given nation, who
will input the name of the person they would like to hold this position for them.

Once the application is approved the person they have named will be designed a custom License
officiating them as the Foreign Dignitary of that nation to the Empire of Aeternia and all other
nations ascribed to the Prestige System.

Any changes to personnel, License information, etc, should be updated directly by the nation for
whom the updates need to be made and sent to the Empire for processing, a Dignitary themselves
does not qualify to update information for their nation like changes to their License or naming a
new foreign Dignitary.
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Culture
Holocene Calendar

The Empire of Aeternia has chosen to adopt the holocene calendar, effectively adding 10,000 years
to the classical Gregorian calendar, describing this as the Human Era. This is for the purpose of
more accurately measuring human accomplishment as marking the year 0 not based around
Christian tradition, but based slightly before the beginning of the Holocene period on Earth.

Imperial Holidays:

- FOunding Day: The Empire’s Birthday - August 20th, 2016

- Support Day: Day to show support for Initial Aeternian Citizens (Many of Whom’s Birthdays
are in February) -  February 28th, 2021

- Friendship Day: - March 28th, 2018 - The Aeternian - Parkastopian Alliance

- Empire Day - June 4th 2018 - First State of the Empire Address

- Citizens Day - October 3rd 2020 - First citizen arrives in Aeternia

- Gary’s Day - Gary the Snail, first Rosy Wolf snail of Aeternia - June 18th, 2018
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